UNPLANNED REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

Rapid resp nders

The wait is over
for replacement boilers

SIMPLIFIED SOLUTIONS FOR OUR COMPLEX WORLD™

It’s cold.
The boiler died.
		Business stopped.
Welcome to a business manager’s
worst nightmare. The first time they
go to turn on the boiler when a cold
snap arrives and it’s stone cold dead.
No heat. No business. Merchandise
endangered. Employees sent home.
Now they’re sweating bullets — even
though the temperature’s below
freezing. So where do they turn?

Weil-McLain to the rescue
In emergency heating situations like this, it’s not just about specs. It’s about
speed, responsiveness and trust. Depend on Weil-McLain, with the best
turnaround time in the business. Our SlimFit®, Stainless Vertical Firetube (SVF™),
and Evergreen® high-efficiency condensing boilers are ready to go: on the truck,
installed in the space, and bringing on the heat — fast.

Whatever the application, our boilers answer the call
The exceptionally small footprint of our SlimFit high
efficiency boiler makes it the perfect fit for unplanned
replacement in smaller commercial buildings — either new
construction or retrofit — where space is at a premium and
budgets are tight.
The Evergreen high efficiency boiler can be up and running
in a hurry and sequenced for precision control and comfort
that spans across 24 separate programmable zones. That makes it ideal for low
to mid-rise structures requiring diverse heating needs.
The state-of-the-art SVF boiler streamlines set-up and installation, saving time,
labor and money. AHRI-certified with industry-leading efficiency, up to 97.1%
thermal efficiency*, the SVF combines efficiency, control and durability in one
complete package.
* model dependent

SVF, SlimFit, & Evergreen: Unmatched for unplanned replacements
• Ready out of the box
• Completely factory-assembled, including heat exchanger and controls
• Run-tested and shipped with manufacturer’s test results
• Inventory available for all models

Minimal time to install in hot water applications:
• Fully operational and producing heat for your
building in a fraction of the time it takes for
other types of boilers; no onsite assembly or
burner mounting required
• Designed for quick and easy installation; narrow
enough to fit through a standard doorway
without disassembly
• Greater mobility is built in: SlimFit 1000–2000
and SVF models include standard, integrated
industrial grade roller casters making them the
easiest install in the industry; SlimFit 550–750
boilers can be moved on a furniture cart;
Evergreen models can go on a simple hand truck

It pays to switch to high efficiency
Sometimes an unplanned replacement
can be a blessing in disguise. It can lead
customers to consider the advantages of
our high efficiency boilers, including:
• Earning energy efficiency rebates from
state or municipal programs, and / or
ratepayer funded rebate programs
• Year over year reductions in
energy costs
• State of the art controls for more
efficient heat utilization
• Outdoor air reset that lets boilers
compensate depending on outdoor
temperature, providing better comfort
to your building’s occupants

Designed for easy maintenance
and a longer life
One of the best things businesses
can do to avoid a future unplanned
boiler replacement is to implement
a regular annual maintenance and
inspection program. All maintenance
items and serviceable components on
SlimFit, SVF, and Evergreen boilers are easily
accessible without rigging. Result — instead of
facing a winter emergency in the future, you can
look forward to:
• Energy savings
• Avoiding future repairs
• Maximizing boiler life
• A more comfortable facility
• Tenant retention
• Increased property value

To learn more: call 800.368.2492 or visit Weil-McLain.com

Weil-McLain is a leading North American
designer and manufacturer of hydronic comfort
heating systems for residential, commercial and
institutional buildings since 1881. Weil-McLain
has manufacturing facilities in Michigan City,
Indiana and Eden, North Carolina, along with
regional sales offices throughout the United
States and an administrative office in Burr Ridge,
Illinois. Building on a reputation of quality and
innovation, Weil-McLain is committed to creating
Simplified Solutions for our Complex World™
.
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